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Detecting Design Problems using Metrics
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! Functions, that assign a precise numerical 

value to  

!Products (Software) 

!Resources (Staff, Tools, Hardware)  

!Processes (Software development).

What are Metrics?

Let’s see some examples... 

!Definition: 
Let G(N, E) be a control flow graph (CFG). 
Cyclomatic complexity is defined as 

  v(G) = e – n + 2

where e = |E| and n = |N|.
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Example 1: Cyclomatic Complexity [McCabe, 1976]

! Interpretation:

 more cyclomatic complexity in a given function " more 
branching " Problems with clearness 
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Cyclomatic Complexity for Euclid algorithm

int euclid(int m, int n) 

{                                   /*0*/

 int r;    

 if(n > m)          /*1*/ 

 {        

  r = m; m = n; n = r;        /*2,3,4:*/

 }           /*5*/ 

 r = m % n;                /*6*/ 

 while(r != 0)         /*7*/ 
{      

  m = n; n = r; r = m % n;    /*8,9,10:*/

 }          /*11*/ 

 return r;         /*12*/ 

}           /*13*/ 

Function entry

Function exit

Extra-nodes:
exit from structured 
statement

v(G) = 15 – 14 + 2 = 3
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Example 2: Weighted Method Count [Chidamber&Kemerer, 1994]

! Definition:                      

                     

   where ci = complexity of method mi

! Interpretation:

!High WMC # increased time and effort for maintenance

!High WMC # reduces the reuse probability for the class

BAD: Interpretation can’t directly lead to improvement action! 

GOOD: Metric is configurable! 
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Example 3: Depth of Inheritance Tree [Chidamber & Kemerer, 1994]

! Definition:

DIT = depth of a class in the inheritance graph

! Interpretation:

!higher DIT #  decreased understandability of the class

!higher DIT #  class is more complex

!higher DIT # higher the potential reuse from the 

BAD: only the potential and not the real impact is quantified

GOOD: Inheritance is measured 
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Example 4: Coupling Between Objects [Chidamber & Kemerer, 1994]

! Definition:

!CBO = number of classes to which a class is coupled

!coupling means calling methods and accessing 

attributes of another class 

! Interpretation:
! higher CBO #  design is not  modular

! higher CBO #  testing of a class is more complex

! higher CBO # class is probably more central in the economy of the system

BAD: Does not differentiate neither between types nor intensity of coupling

GOOD: Takes into account real dependencies not just declared ones! 
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! Definition: 
! the relative number of method-pairs that access an attribute of the 

class

! Example:

! Interpretation:
!higher TCC # tighter the connection between the methods

! lower TCC # probably class implements more than one 
functionality

Example 5: Tight Class Cohesion [Bieman&Kang, 1995]

TCC = 2 / 10 = 0.2

GOOD: Interpretation can lead to improvement action! 

GOOD: Ratio values allow comparison between systems! 
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Metrics in Quality Models

Quality Models  to correlate quality criteria with 

concrete measures

Factor-
Criteria-
Metrics
model 

[J.A. McCall, 1977]
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REALLY ?!

Metrics Assess and Improve Quality!
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Problem I: Mapping between Criteria and Metrics

How are Criteria Mapped onto Metrics?
... based on principles, rules and heuristics of “good style” in design 

Structuredness

Number of
Methods

Number of
Parents

Method
Length

?

In FCM models the design principles, rules and heuristics that drive the 
mapping of criteria onto metrics are implicit !

# FCM models are hard to define and understand
 ... because we reason in terms of principles rather than numbers
 ... because we can only guess the principles used in the model
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Problem II: Identify causes of poor quality

What do we expect from quality models? 

- diagnosis, location and treatment hints for quality 
problems

In FCM models it is hard to find the proper treatement for quality 
problems because abnormal metric values are symptoms and not 

causes of poor quality

Method
Length

Structuredness

Number of
Methods

Number of
Parents

89 methods?

FCM locates classes and methods with abnormal metric values
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Obstacles in Using Metrics

! Interpretation of metrics is hard

! issue of thresholds
$ need statistical data

!many confusing and redundant definitions hard 
to compare the results 

$ normalize!

! Applying metrics is hard
!issue of granularity

$ metrics need to be used in combination
$ quality models

$ detection strategies

$ polymetric views
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Can Metrics Help Me ...

... in what I really care for? :->
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What Is Interesting for Me as a Developer/Designer?

! Understand the Code
!e.g. „insourced“ code
!you are relocated to a new team

! Improve the Code 
!e.g. refactor the design to make it portable

!e.g. make my subsystem more flexible to a change of 
requirements

! Improve Myself
! to know how and when to apply in a concrete case OO design 

principles
! ...and how to come out of OO design pitfalls

I want to have NOTHING TO DO with metrics! ;-)
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close to AVERAGE

close to HIGH

close to LOW

! Interpretation based on a statistically 
relevant collection of data
! collected for Java and C++

! over 80 systems

Understand

Overview Pyramid: Interpretation
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Understand

Quickly “Reading” Classes [Lanza,Ducasse 2001]

! Visualization Technique
!serves as code inspection technique
! reduces the amount of code that must be read
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Understand 

Class Blueprint
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Understand

Class Blueprint Example
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Lesson Learnt...

HIDE METICS!
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Where are We?

Can Metrics Help Me ... 

in what I really care for? 

! Understand the Code 

! Overview Pyramid

! Evaluate & Improve Design

! Detection Strategies

! Improve Myself

! Continuous QA
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Evaluate & Improve

Design Problems? Why Should I Care?

! Design problems are frequent

! legacy systems with high business value

!must maintain and enhance the system

! Design problems are expensive

!high effort required for maintenance and extension

! Design problems will always be there!

!at least because of time pressure.

!…but I believe also because of changing requirements
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...you would change just a small 
design fragment and suddenly...

...33% of all the classes in the

system may require changes?!

 Just Imagine that...
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But there is hope!
!Design rules, guidelines and heuristics

$Apply them and they will provide the desired quality
$Break them and they will break your design! 

Is There Any Hope?

“There is no silver bullet!” [Brooks84]

!Encapsulation? Inheritance? Polymorphism? 

!Generated code? Powerful IDEs?

!NO! These are just mechanisms and tools

!Like in chess...
$… just knowing the pieces and the moves is not enough
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Evaluate & Improve

Structural Evaluation and Improvement

! Structural problems, not bugs!
!analyze static structure, not dynamic behavior
!Don’t need compile-ready code

! Deviations from high-quality design
!e.g. “a class with 100 methods  is probably a to complex abstraction and 

it should be split”

! Design rules, guidelines and heuristics
!Apply them and they will lead you to the desired design quality
!Break them and they will break your design! 

How to control when these design rules are broken?!

Use metrics, but in higher-level mechanisms
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Design rule example: God Class is bad! 

! “God Classes tend to centralize the intelligence of the system, 

doing ‘everything’ and using data from small data-classes” [Riel 

1996]

! It generates problems: 

!Maintainability, Reusability, Understandability

! Detection technique:

!Search for classes that access data from other classes

!From these classes look for complex and low cohesive classes

124

How to detect when a class is a God Class?!

Use multiple metrics, composed by logical operators
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Metrics should be used in a goal-oriented fashion

! Define a Goal 
!How efficient is the ACME tool

! Formulate Questions
!Who uses the ACME tool?

!How high is productivity/quality with/without the ACME tool?

! Find suitable Metrics
!Percent of developers that use the ACME tool

!Experience with  ACME

!Size, complexity, solidity , … of code

Goal-Question-Metric Approach [Basili&Rombach, 1988]
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Evaluate & Improve 

Applying GQM to detect God Classes

Detection
Technique Metrics-

based
Rule

Informal
Rules

(design-related)

•Top-level classes in a design should   

  share work uniformly
• Beware of classes with much 

  non-communicative behavior
• Beware of classes that access directly data 

from other classes

• large and complex classes
• non-cohesive
• access “foreign” data

WMCHigherEqual(50) and  

TCCLessThan (0.33) and 

ATFDHigherThan(2)   

Select MetricsAnalysis

126
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Evaluate & Improve

Detection Strategy is a…

.... generic mechanism for higher level metrics interpretation

!Based on filtering and composition

!Allows to define metrics-based rules to relate to design

Filtering
Return a subset of data based 
on thresholds

Metrics
Measure Composition

Compose metrics in a 
high level rule
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Evaluate & Improve 

Detectable Design Problems (to be extended)

[Lanza, Marinescu 2006]

5.3 God Class 81

ATFD > FEW

Class uses directly more than a 

few attributes of other classes

WMC ! VERY HIGH

Functional complexity of the 

class is very high

TCC < ONE THIRD

Class cohesion is low

AND GodClass

Fig. 5.2. The God Class detection strategy

1. Class uses directly more than a few attributes of other classes.
Since ATFD measures how many foreign attributes are used by
the class, it is clear that the higher the ATFD value for a class, the
higher is the probability that a class is (or is about to become) a
God Class.

2. Functional complexity of the class is very high. This is ex-
pressed using the WMC (Weighted Method Count) metric.

3. Class cohesion is low. As a God Class performs several distinct
functionalities involving disjunct sets of attributes, this has a neg-
ative impact on the class’s cohesion. The threshold indicates that
in the detected classes less than one-third of the method pairs
have in common the usage of the same attribute.

The general design of ArgoUML is good enough so that we could not Example
identify a pure God Class i.e., a class controlling the flow of the appli-
cation and concentrating all the crucial behavior, which would indi-
cate a clear lack of object-oriented design. However, certain classes in
ArgoUML acts as a black hole attracting orphan functionalities. Such
classes are also detected by the metrics presented above and are still
a design problem. A class of ArgoUML which clearly stands out is the
huge class ModelFacade (see Fig. 3.12). This class implements 453
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Evaluate & Improve 

Meaningful Thresholds in Detection Strategies
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Evaluate & Improve 

A Catalogue of Design “Disharmonies”

! For each design problem, 

we provide

!Description

!Context

! Impact

!Detection Strategy

!Examples

!Refactoring
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Learn

How Do I Improve Myself ?

Follow a clear and 
repeatable process...

Reason quality in terms of 
principles, patterns,
design rules... not 
numbers!
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Learn

Integrate QA in the Development Process

IBM Eclipse Innovation Award 2006
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Learn 

Even  Quality Models Can Help!

Lack of
Bridge

Data Classes

God Classes

Interface 
Segregat. Pr.

WMC

TCC

CIW

NOAM

AUF

NOPA

COC

ATFD

NOD

LR

Principles, rules, heuristics
quantified in Detection Strategies

Quality
decomposed in Factors

communicates with

Factor-Strategy Q.M. [Marinescu,2004]
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Instead of Conclusions...

DISCLAIMER:
Metrics are not enough to understand and evaluate design!

Can we understand the beauty of a painting by… 
… measuring its frame or counting the colors ?


